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Dependable fire prevention
to protect data at the seat of
government of Lower Saxony
in Hanover

THE CUSTOMER
The State Parliament of Lower Saxony in Hanover relies
on fire prevention from WAGNER in its newly built underground IT centre.
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THE PROTECTION OBJECTIVE

and secured here in order to make
sure the state government’s business operations keep running.
This means it is very important to
have an effective IT infrastructure
which is available at all times with
out interruption. So when the new
data centre was established in
2011, a comprehensive fire prevention concept was required to
ensure IT security and availability.
Accurately estimate the extent
of damage
An IT failure at the State Parliament
of Lower Saxony would severely
disrupt internal and external procedures or even shut down administrative operations and political group
activity altogether. The data centre
is crucially important and irreplace
able meaning any financial or

Prevent IT infrastructure failures caused by
fire at any cost.
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Pro-active fire prevention at the IT centre of the
Lower Saxony State Parliament.
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The principle behind fire prevention via
oxygen reduction
The controlled introduction of nitrogen is
used to reduce the oxygen content in the
protected area and thus alter the oxidation/
combustion process. The reduced oxygen
Fire hazard
concentration is adjusted based on the
individual ignition thresholds of the main
materials present. Fuel
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Atmosphere with reduced risk
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Function
The OxyReduct® fire prevention system reduces the oxygen content in the protected area to a constant 17 % vol.
and maintains it at this level.
If the TITANUS® air sampling smoke detection system
detects signs of fire, the CFP is notified and nitrogen
cylinders are used to initiate quick release to an oxygen level below 14.6 % vol.

3

Fire protection solution with OxyReduct®
fire prevention system and TITANUS® air
sampling smoke detection system
The OXY·SENS® oxygen sensor 1 continuously monitors the oxygen content in the
protected area and transmits this information to the control panel. 2 This controls
the oxygen concentration maintained by the
OxyReduct® fire prevention system. 3
The TITANUS® air sampling smoke detection
system 4 detects the earliest signs of a
fire forming. Nitrogen for the quick release
process is supplied from cylinders. 5

VisuLAN®

CFP
Continuously manned post

The central fire panel (CFP) is connected
directly to the VisuLAN® risk management
system so that the all of the safety systems
can be viewed, monitored and controlled
from a central location.

Data centre at the State Parliament of Lower Saxony – the solution
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The OxyReduct® fire prevention system reduces the
oxygen concentration to 17 % vol. If the TITANUS® early
smoke detection system detects any products of pyrolysis, it uses quick release to lower the oxygen level to less
than 14.6 % vol.
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Fire detection and alarm systems
Very early fire detection systems
(TITANUS®)

Find your personal contact at
www.wagnergroup.com

Active fire prevention (OxyReduct®)
Fire extinguishing (FirExting®)
Hazard management (VisuLAN®)

